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Abstract
Internet traffic continues to exhibit exponential growth in the past few years.
This forces Internet service providers(ISPs) to continuously invest in infrastructure
upgrades and deploy traffic management techniques, such as caching and locality, to
fulfill the increasing user demand. To help ISPs better manage their infrastructures,
it is important to compare and understand the similarity of their user interests. How-
ever, such a comparison is challenging because the ISP data is hard to obtain, not to
mention the related modeling and analysis issues.
In this thesis, we aim to understand the ISP similarity through an extensive anal-
ysis of Peer-to-Peer(P2P) user interest. To collect the P2P dataset, we develop a
tool to automatically download BitTorrent’s meta-info(torrent) files on the Internet.
This tool also helps us to collect important peer and content information in these
BitTorrent swarms without uploading any copyrighted files. As a result, we success-
fully obtained 16,697 active peers from 1,721 torrents in 1,097 unique Autonomous
Systems(ASes). After that, we adopt the classic statistical and clustering approaches
to compare their different user interests. Our research for the first time shows the
existence of cloud users in such real-world content distribution systems as BitTorrent.
The model analysis further indicates that we can adopt similar traffic management
approaches (e.g., caching similar contents) across geographically closer ASes.
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1 Introduction
The Internet has become an indispensable part of our daily lives. It’s so ubiquitous
that as of March 31, 2019, more than half the earth’s population is using it. [11] As
Internet penetration improves, internet traffic is going to substantially increase with
estimates of the annual global IP traffic to reach 4.8 zettabytes (ZB) per year by
2022, or 396 exabytes (EB) per month. For reference, the global IP traffic was
at 1.5 ZB per year or 122 EB per month in the year 2017. [5] Management of
this burgeoning traffic has become quite challenging for Autonomous Systems (AS)
like Internet service providers (ISP). In order to serve user requests, ASes need to
route packets within and outside their network. When sending packets outside their
network, ISPs incur a transit cost. [10] Also since the resources are outside the
network there is also a routing overhead which causes a performance hit.
When we break down the constituents of network traffic on the Internet, the
consumer IP traffic between two different ASes forms a major part. Investigating
further, video and file - sharing form a significant portion of this inter-AS traffic with
both constituting 96 EB per year and 672 EB per year respectively. File sharing
is mostly Peer-to-Peer (P2P) traffic from systems like BitTorrent. Also, many video
streaming services implement a P2P infrastructure. This combined traffic is going
to increase to 2.96 ZB per year by 2022. [5] To better manage this exploding P2P
traffic, it is paramount to understand the user interest within Content and Internet
Service Providers. By modeling the user preferences these autonomous systems can
implement caching strategies for common resources and greatly reduce cross-network
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traffic and also improve performance. Also, networks with highly similar user interest
pattern can potentially share their cache infrastructure. The other benefit of studying
P2P users is the granular details that are available. P2P users can be studied in a
lot of detail as the metadata of the files being shared and the peers participating in
sharing those files can be measured.
On the corollary, studying enterprise infrastructure like cloud systems is difficult
due to the propriety software running on the distributed hardware which makes the
passive study of the users preferences difficult. What makes it even more difficult
is that most of the major players are shielded by service level agreements. So big
corporations like Google, Microsoft and Amazon do not give out their network details
to the public. [20] [8] Because of these restrictions, most of the previous studies have
used indirect methods to study and analyze user preferences. For example, studying
resource usage behavior or log data to study mobile user interest [1] [22] This also
makes our study unique and different from previous studies as we try to investigate
the patterns in P2P user interests by creating a web crawler that collects a massive
amount of data by participating in peer swarms sharing torrent files (without actually
downloading the files). Having a large data set, coupled with the granular control over
measurement allowed us to make interesting observations in user preferences among
P2P users.
With this study, we set out to investigate whether there is any similarity pattern
between the interest of users in different Autonomous Systems. What we stumbled
upon was the presence of a large number of cloud users who have shown a largely
similar interest in content across ASes. Also, further analyzing the data leads us to
interesting insights into how geographic proximity might be a big factor governing
content preferences. In this study, we also find several other observations and try to
breakdown and understand the overall interest of users in P2P users from around the
2
world.
The structure of this thesis is as follows: Section 2 contains all the background
knowledge which will be required to deeply understand this research and also previous
research in the area related to this research. Section 3 contains the implementation
details of how the data was captured and what overall observations we made. Section
4 contains insights that we gained on the collected data as well as the statistical model
that we created to put our observations into perspective. Section 5 summarizes our
findings and concludes this thesis.
3
2 Background
Distributed Computing’s recent growth has contributed significantly to the in-
crease in internet traffic with Cloud Computing and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing
at its forefront. Armed with the benefits of ease of use and scaling up of resources
on demand, Cloud Computing has helped smaller businesses to compete with the
behemoths of the web world and establish themselves. The cost benefits also have
been the major factor in their popularity. The cost is scaled commensurately with the
amount of service used. Another distributed computing paradigm, P2P networking,
provides even further cost benefits albeit lesser guaranteed Quality of Service. In this
section, we go into details behind the terms used in this thesis.
2.1 ISP and Traffic Management
The Internet can be visualized as a wire. Two computers connected to this wire
can communicate. A Server is a special type of computer that can connect directly to
the Internet and hosts web file in its hard drives (or other kinds of storage). A Client
is a computer that is not directly connected to the Internet. Instead, it gains access to
the Internet via an Internet Service Provider (ISP) which manages several Clients. At
each junction, the Internet is connected via routers that manage the traffic between
computers. Each device connected to the Internet has a unique IP address. When
a Client requests a resource (like a website) that is in a Server, the information is
transmitted between the Client and Server via packets. Packets are small chunks of
4
Figure 2.1: A figure showing how the Internet service provider fits into the global
Internet infrastructure.
information that together form the complete request/response. These packets can
follow the path of least congestion to reach their destination. The receiving computer
reorganizes these packets to infer the message. These packets are what constitutes
internet traffic.
2.1.1 Autonomous Systems
The Internet is often incorrectly thought of as one big network of different com-
puters. In reality, the Internet is a network of computer networks. These independent
5
Figure 2.2: A figure showing how Autonomous Systems together form a network and
how Border Gateway Protocol works.
networks are called Autonomous Systems (AS). These ASes can be education insti-
tutes like the University of Minnesota or large level 3 ISPs like Comcast or enterprise
organizations like Amazon. These ASes manage the infrastructure within their net-
work and co-operate among each other to transmit information. Inter-AS traffic is
administered by a protocol called the Border Gateway Protocol.
2.1.2 Border Gateway Protocol
When a Client requests resources from outside its own AS’s network, the packets
that are transmitted between ASes are governed by Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
For example from Figure 2.2 if AS1 wants to send/receive packets to/from AS3, it
needs to know the path to reach the other AS. In BGP, each AS has a router that
controls traffic going outside its own AS. Routers of all the ASes in the Internet
broadcast their neighbour list to all of their neighbors. These neighbouring ASes
use the transmitted messages from all other ASes to build their routing table which
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contains information to reach every other AS on the Internet. The routing table also
stores information like how far the other ASes are and other metadata.
2.2 Distributed Systems
This a technique wherein several computers work together to solve the same prob-
lem. These group of computers communicate among themselves by passing messages
over the network. For a third party outside this distributed system, the group of
computers would be abstracted as one computer.[13]
2.2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing is a type of utility computing (with the other one being grid
computing). As the name suggests it provides computing services based on utility.
A big spectrum of enterprises are moving their applications to the cloud because of
the better performance and reliability. [15] The infrastructure and all its quirks are
managed by the service provider and you only have to pay for the amount of ser-
vice you use. Cloud Computing harnesses the power of distributed computing. The
Cloud is a group of computing resources which are remotely located and provision a
subset of these resources to users who can be anywhere in the world as long as they
are connected to the Internet. This provisioning is given with practically no initial
infrastructure investment from the user. Additional resources can be provided on de-
mand with the cloud having virtually ”infinite” resources.[17] There are three popular
types of services depending upon the level of control provided, namely: software as a
service, platform as a service and infrastructure as a service.
7
Figure 2.3: A figure showing how the Client Server model works in Cloud Computing.
2.2.2 Peer-to-Peer Computing
Earlier, the standard for content distribution was dominated by the centralized
paradigm. The Client-Server model provided a simplicity that was easy to implement
and research. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing solved two major issues faced by this
standard:
• Single point of failure i.e. the Server
• The scalability issue, wherein the increasing number of Clients choked the Server
of bandwidth.
P2P system have become increasingly popular making up to about 30 percent
of the Internet’s traffic.[3] P2P is another paradigm of the distributed computing
world. This is a completely decentralized approach with each Client also acting
8
Figure 2.4: A figure showing how the Peer-to-Peer architecture works.
as a Server. All Clients work together to form a swarm and utilize each other’s
computing resources. In contrast to Cloud Computing, this approach utilizes the
upload capacities of Clients. This greatly reduces the operation cost as the Clients
use their own infrastructure to distribute content.[18] The lack of centralization also
provides better scalability, as a new Client can come in and out of swarm without
incurring any cost.[13]
Even though it may seem that the cost benefits of P2P computing should make
it the de-facto choice of the IT industry but sadly it lacks a business model[14]. The
biggest issue is reliability and availability of services, as P2P works on the best effort
philosophy. The cost-effectiveness of the Peer-to-Peer system and the reliability of
cloud service, both can be harnessed in a hybrid system. These hybrid systems can
be used for many applications: storage and backup systems, music streaming, and
potentially online gaming and video streaming.
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BitTorrent
BitTorrent is a widely used P2P protocol. It uses the ”tit for tat” exchange
scheme. The content that has to be distributed is divided into many different parts
called fragments. All the Clients involved in the distribution of a content are called
peers. The peers are two types: downloaders and seeders. Downloaders are the peers
that do not have the full copy of the content and have some (or none) of the fragments.
They download the other fragments from the other peers. Seeders have the complete
copy of the content and only participate to distribute the content. Together the
downloaders and the seeders form a swarm. A tracker is a file that keeps track of
every peer in the swarm. When a downloader or seeder needs to figure out which
peers are available in the swarm it can send a request to the tracker file to get the
IP and port address of these other members. A text file called the torrent file is
distributed on the Internet that contains the following:
• The count of the fragments and a checksum for each fragment. The checksum is
an SHA-1 hash and is used to verify the integrity of the downloaded fragment.
• It keeps track of the link at which the tracker file is published.
Each peer downloads/seeds fragments from/to different members of the swarm.
They query the tracker file to get the location of other members. Each participating
peer that is either downloading, uploading or both, keeps track of the peers it is
involved with. Also, the peer keeps track of statistics like download speed and upload
speed. In a tit for tat scheme, the peer chooses the best seeders based on their
uploading speeds thus increasing its own download speed. Also, as a side effect,
the peer would lower its interaction with a slow peer. This phenomenon is called
choking. An augmented version of BitTorrent solves the NAT problem in a Peer-to-
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Peer system. Modifications in the Clients and trackers help in better distribution of
data in a NAT environment. The improvements are:
• If there are seeders and downloaders within the same NAT network then they
may contact each other instead of contacting a peer of a different group IP.
• This interaction with the same network is better because NAT systems are
connected to LAN which usually has way better bandwidth than a WAN link.
• This leads to a lesser bottleneck in the WAN network.
Minimum Distribution Time
A system that follows the aim of having minimum distribution time has peers in
its swarm that collectively work towards reducing the overall time for the content to
be distributed completely to each and every Client in the participating swarm.
Bulk Synchronous Systems
As the name suggests, a system in which the all the member peers are synchronized
to perform actions at the same time. Such a system is typically required for achieving
the object of MDT.
Group Tree Strategy
A coordinated swarming strategy that implements a practical version of the op-
timal fluid MDT construction in a bulk-synchronous system. In it, any Client does
not need to have more than x connections.
The group tree technique has two phases: Initially, the provider breaks down the
content to be distributed into x fragments. Here, x is the maximum out-degree of a
peer.
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• In this phase, each Client is separated into trees. This division is done on
the basis of upload speeds. Each Client in a tree would have similar upload
capabilities. Different fragments are given to different trees proportional to
their upload speeds. A bigger fragment would be given to a tree that has
Clients of higher upload speeds. To distribute these fragments, they are sent as
chunks to root node of these trees and they are forwarded to other nodes in a
pipeline fashion.
• In this phase, a clique is formed by taking one peer from each and every tree.
Every member of a clique has a different fragment of the content. Using a P2P
strategy the members exchange data to get the complete file.
Overlay Multicast
A multicast is an approach that is somewhere in between a cloud and a P2P
approach. In it, the content is distributed completely to another participating node
and then it is passed on like a baton. An overlay multicast is fashioned like a network
of tree topologies used together in an efficient design to distribute content. This
approach uses the Client’s upload resources more than than cloud but less than P2P.[3]
2.3 Clustering Algorithms
Clustering is a form of unsupervised machine learning in which there is no training
data. The aim is to find an underlying structure in the data-set. Clustering divides
a data-set into groups wherein data-points within a group are more similar to each
other than to data-points in another group. This similarity can be based on the
various different types of distance metric.
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Figure 2.5: A figure showing how clustering works.
In this thesis, we have a large data-set of users participating in Peer-to-Peer file
sharing. Our goal is to find an underlying similarity pattern within these users.
Clustering is the perfect tool to go about finding this.
There are broadly two overall types of clustering, namely:
Hard Clustering
In hard clustering, each data-point falls completely into one group. Like it is
shown in Figure 2.5, every data-point can be completely put into one group and
there is a ”hard” distinction between the groups. We are interested in this type of
clustering for this thesis.
Soft Clustering
In soft clustering, each data-point does not completely fall into one group. Each
data-point falls in every group with some probability or likelihood.
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2.3.1 Categories
There are several algorithms for clustering. Essentially, these are different ways of
defining the distance metric depending upon the situation and preference. Here we
discuss relevant algorithms that we considered during our research.
Connectivity Models
This algorithm is based on the approach of distance metric being calculated di-
rectly from one data-point to another. Different types of distance metric can be
chosen. There are two main ideas that are used in order to solve this. First is to treat
every data-point as an individual cluster and then go about forming bigger clusters
by merging the closest clusters. The other approach is to form one big cluster includ-
ing all data-points and then go about diving it into more granular clusters. In this
thesis, we ended up finally using an algorithm of this category called agglomerative
hierarchical clustering.
Centroid Models
In this algorithm, distance is measured from the centroid of a cluster. This is dif-
ferent from the previous approach where distances were from individual data-points.
A popular algorithm of this category is K means. The number of centroids k has to
be specified in the beginning.
Distribution Models
In this algorithm, the main idea is that all data-points in a particular cluster
belong to the same distribution. This probability distribution could be Gaussian or
Normal etc. A common algorithm used in this category is the expectation maxi-
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mization algorithm. The distribution used in this approach is a multivariate normal
distribution.
Density Models
This algorithm creates clusters based on the density of data regions. The higher
the density, the higher the chance these data-points fall in the same cluster. A popular
example of this algorithm is DBSCAN.
2.3.2 K Means Clustering
In this approach, k clusters are randomly assigned. Next, the centroid of these
clusters is calculated and then data-points are re-assigned forming new groups. This
is iteratively continued until there is no change in groups. This was the first approach
used in our thesis. But this does not work for high dimensional data like ours.
2.3.3 Hierarchical Clustering
In this approach the aim to create a hierarchy of clusters. These clusters can be
formed bottom up or top down. As shown in Figure 2.6, the output of clusters can
be visualized in a dendrogram. This dendrogram can be cut at different heights to
get the required number of clusters.
2.4 Related Works
There have been many studies previously that are about measurement and analysis
of Internet user interests in different types of internet traffic. In this thesis we mainly
looked into two types of previous research, those that modelled user data from internet
15
Figure 2.6: A figure showing how hierarchical clustering works.
traffic and those that used user models to implement cache strategies.
Man et al [19] measured the usage patterns in mobile users using large data-sets
of user log data. They built a user interest model for personalised recommendation
systems. Also, they made use of hierarchical modeling to model their data. Another
study on mobile data-sets was by Xia et al [24]. They used Geo-tag information from
mobile traffic to study mobile user interests. They built GeoEcho, a mobile traffic
analysis system that clusters mobile data traffic to infer POIs (places of interest).
Qin et al [21], Used k mediods clustering approach for building user interests model
to speed up P2P document file sharing.
Guo et al [9], made distributed cache for improving mobile traffic performance.
They came up with a novel co-operative cache strategy using users smart devices.
This also harnessed user interest model and shared their cached contents using a D2D
model. Lu et al [16], used user modeling to improve search performance in federated
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text search in Peer-to-Peer systems. Using user’s long term interests based on past
queries they were able to reduce the search radius. Also, they had a fallback measure
for ad-hoc or new queries. Chen et al [4], came up with a way to improve search
performance in unstructured P2P networks through exploiting users common interest
patterns. These patterns were captured inside a probability theoretic framework
called User Interest Model (UIM). This also included a smart way of updating routing
tables. Y u et al [25], used a modified Poisson distribution to understand the user
behaviors in a large scale video on demand systems. Dernbach et al [6], built a cache
strategy based on user interest using content selection from video streaming services.
Our thesis differs from the previous work because we have for the first time at-
tempted to model user interests in P2P traffic using hierarchical clustering modelling
and also for the first time found presence of cloud users in BitTorrent traffic. [12] [7]
[2]
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3 Measurement and Analysis
The experiment in this thesis is divided into two parts, measurement and observa-
tions. In the measurement phase, we collect BitTorrent users and torrent data from
around the world using a tool that we developed called Torrent Scrapper and in the
observation part, we study the collected data.
3.1 Measurement Configuration
Torrent Scrapper was developed using Python 2.7. To develop this tool, We used
the Python bindings for Libtorrent and the library BeautifulSoup4. Libtorrent is
a complete implementation of BitTorrent protocol in C++ with binding available
in Python. This thesis makes use of the Python binding to participate in peer
swarms. Libtorrent enables us to use the BitTorrent protocol programmatically.
BeautifulSoup4 is used to parse the HTML from web-pages in order to extract tor-
rent magnet links.
3.1.1 Script Algorithm
Torrent Scrapper works as follows:
1. Iterate over every web-page listed in the configuration JSON .
2. Parse each web-page and extract every magnet link within those web-pages.
3. Create the configured number of child processes.
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4. In parallel, convert all the magnet links into torrent files.
5. Run all these torrent files until a connection is established to the peers sharing
the torrent file.
6. Extract the following information of each torrent:
• creation date: When the torrent was created.
• announce: The request sent to the trackers.
• files: Total number of files in the torrent.
• piece length: Number of BitTorrent pieces.
• name: Name of the Torrent.
• announce list: All the trackers to which a request was sent.
• type: The category the torrent belongs to.
• source: Source URL for the torrent.
7. For every peer in that torrent, download the following information:
• down speed: The download speed for the peer.
• ip: The IP address of the peer.
• up speed: The upload speed for the peer..
• asn: A unique number called the Autonomous System Number.
• asn cidr: The assigned ASN CIDR.
• asn countrycode: The assigned ASN country code.
• asn date: ASN Allocation date.
• asn description: Complete name and description of the ASN.
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• asn registry: The assigned ASN registry.
• nets: List of network dictionaries.
8. Close each connection after the data has been gathered and stored in the
database or time limit has been exceeded.
9. Delete any residual data of the torrent.
3.1.2 Script Configuration
The tool makes sure that no content data has been uploaded. Only peer meta-data
is being downloaded. In this way we avoid any copyright infringement. The websites
that were scrapped include: katcr.co, limetorrents.info, piratebay.org. The tool
takes in several configuration parameters. Following is the description for the key
settings:
• Process Count: Number of sub-processes to run. These sub-processes paral-
lelize the workload of converting magnet links to .torrent files.
• Time out Sec: Time out in seconds for the sub-process mentioned above.
• Headers: HTTP headers used by the request library when making the request
for the page to scape.
• CSV Name: Name of the ouput csv.
• Default NA value: Placeholder for null values in the output csv.
• URL list: List of URLs to scrape.
Given below is the configuration JSON used in the tool during our experiments.
20
1
2 {
3 ” proce s s count ” : 30 ,
4 ” t imeout s ec ” : 30 ,
5 ” headers ” : {
6 ”User−Agent” : ”Moz i l l a /5 .0 (Macintosh ; I n t e l Mac OS X 10 13 6 )
AppleWebKit /537.36 (KHTML, l i k e Gecko ) Chrome /65 . 0 . 3325 . 181
Sa f a r i /537.36 ” ,
7 ” accept ” : ” t ext /html , app l i c a t i o n /xhtml+xml , app l i c a t i o n /xml ; q=0.9 ,
image/webp , image/apng , ∗ / ∗ ; q=0.8” ,
8 ” accept−cha r s e t ” : ”ISO−8859−1, utf −8;q=0.7 ,∗ ; q=0.3” ,
9 ” accept−encoding ” : ” gzip , d e f l a t e , br” ,
10 ” accept−language ” : ”en−GB, en−US; q=0.9 , en ; q=0.8” ,
11 ”cache−c on t r o l ” : ”max−age=0” ,
12 ” connect ion ” : ”keep−a l i v e ” ,
13 ” cook i e ” : ”KATSSESS ID70AT=v9mf684tkqt96en13q4p540m75govqn0” ,
14 ” host ” : ” katcr . co” ,
15 ”upgrade−i n s ecure−r eque s t s ” : ”1”
16 } ,
17 ”csv name” : ” ka t t o r r en t da t a . csv ” ,
18 ” d e f au l t n a va l u e ” : ”” ,
19 ” u r l l i s t ” : [
20 {
21 ” l i n k ” : ” https : // katcr . co/ category / tv/page/” ,
22 ” type” : ” tv” ,
23 ”pages ” : 101 ,
24 ” source ” : ” kat . ph” ,
25 ”mult i page ” : t rue
26 } ,
27 {
28 ” l i n k ” : ” https : // katcr . co/ category /movies /page/” ,
29 ” type” : ”movies ” ,
30 ”pages ” : 101 ,
31 ” source ” : ” kat . ph” ,
32 ”mult i page ” : t rue
33 } ,
34 {
35 ” l i n k ” : ” https : // katcr . co/ category /games/page/” ,
36 ” type” : ”games” ,
37 ”pages ” : 101 ,
38 ” source ” : ” kat . ph” ,
39 ”mult i page ” : t rue
40 } ,
41 {
42 ” l i n k ” : ” https : // katcr . co/ category /music/page/” ,
43 ” type” : ”music” ,
44 ”pages ” : 101 ,
45 ” source ” : ” kat . ph” ,
46 ”mult i page ” : t rue
47 } ,
21
48 {
49 ” l i n k ” : ” https : //www. l ime t o r r en t s . i n f o /browse−t o r r e n t s /Movies/ date
/1/” ,
50 ” type” : ”movies ” ,
51 ”mult i page ” : f a l s e ,
52 ” source ” : ” l ime t o r r en t s . cc ”
53 } ,
54 {
55 ” l i n k ” : ” https : //www. l ime t o r r en t s . i n f o /browse−t o r r e n t s /Movies/ date
/1/” ,
56 ” type” : ”movies ” ,
57 ”mult i page ” : f a l s e ,
58 ” source ” : ” l ime t o r r en t s . cc ”
59 } ,
60 {
61 ” l i n k ” : ” https : //www. thep i ra tebay . org / top /400” ,
62 ” type” : ”games” ,
63 ”mult i page ” : f a l s e ,
64 ” source ” : ” p i ra tebay . org ”
65 } ,
66 {
67 ” l i n k ” : ” https : //www. thep i ra tebay . org / top /100” ,
68 ” type” : ”music” ,
69 ”mult i page ” : f a l s e ,
70 ” source ” : ” p i ra tebay . org ”
71 } ,
72 {
73 ” l i n k ” : ” https : //www. thep i ra tebay . org / top /200” ,
74 ” type” : ”movies ” ,
75 ”mult i page ” : f a l s e ,
76 ” source ” : ” p i ra tebay . org ”
77 } ,
78 {
79 ” l i n k ” : ” https : //www. thep i ra tebay . org / top /208” ,
80 ” type” : ” tv” ,
81 ”mult i page ” : f a l s e ,
82 ” source ” : ” p i ra tebay . org ”
83 }
84 ]
85 }
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3.1.3 Source Code
Main Function
Below you can find the implementation of the main function. It contains the logic
for iterating over the URLs and calling the scrape page() function.
1
2 with open (CONFIG[ ’ csv name ’ ] , ’wb ’ ) as my f i l e :
3 c s v w r i t e r = csv . wr i t e r ( myf i l e , quot ing=csv .QUOTE ALL)
4 c s v w r i t e r . writerow (
5 [
6 ’ c r e a t i on date ’ ,
7 ’ announce ’ ,
8 ’ f i l e s ’ ,
9 ’ p i e c e l ength ’ ,
10 ’name ’ ,
11 ’ announce− l i s t ’ ,
12 ’ type ’ ,
13 ’magnet l i n k ’ ,
14 ’ source ’
15 ]
16 )
17
18 f o r u r l in CONFIG[ ’ u r l l i s t ’ ] :
19 i f u r l [ ’ mult i page ’ ] :
20 f o r i in range (1 , u r l [ ’ pages ’ ] ) :
21 u r l [ ’ l i n k ’ ] = ”%s%s” %(u r l [ ’ l i n k ’ ] , i ) i f i > 1 e l s e u r l [ ’ l i n k
’ ]
22 sc rape page ( ur l , c s v w r i t e r )
23 e l s e :
24 sc rape page ( ur l , c s v w r i t e r )
Scrape Page
Following is the logic for the scrape page() function which parses the provided
URL and then extracts every magnet link in a web-page. Next, it creates multiple
child processes. In each child process it converts the parsed magnet link into a torrent
file and runs the torrent by calling the convert magnet to torrent() function until all
the required meta-data is extracted and stored in a database. If it takes too long to
get the meta-data, it terminates that torrent and moves to the next one.
23
1
2 de f s c rape page ( ur l , c s v w r i t e r ) :
3 g l oba l p roce s s e s comple t ed
4 response = reque s t s . get ( u r l [ ’ l i n k ’ ] , headers=CONFIG[ ’ headers ’ ] )
5
6 i f r e sponse . s t a tu s code != 200 :
7 p r i n t ( ” r eques t denied ” )
8 re turn
9
10 soup = Beaut i fu lSoup ( response . text , ’ html . pa r s e r ’ )
11 l i n k s = [ l i n k f o r l i n k in soup . f i n d a l l ( ’ a ’ ) i f l i n k [ ’ h r e f ’ ] .
s t a r t sw i t h ( ’magnet ’ ) ]
12
13 f o r l i n k i nd ex in range (0 , l en ( l i n k s ) , CONFIG[ ’ p roce s s count ’ ] ) :
14 chunk = l i n k s [ l i n k i nd ex : l i n k i nd ex+CONFIG[ ’ p roce s s count ’ ] ]
15 pool = Pool ( p r o c e s s e s=CONFIG[ ’ p roce s s count ’ ] )
16 chunk re su l t = pool .map( conver t magnet to to r r ent , chunk )
17 chunk re su l t = [ chunk f o r chunk in chunk re su l t i f chunk != None ]
18
19 f o r idx , r e s u l t in enumerate ( chunk re su l t ) :
20 i f not i s i n s t a n c e ( r e su l t , d i c t ) : cont inue
21 i f ’ i n f o ’ not in r e s u l t : r e s u l t [ ’ i n f o ’ ] = {}
22 c s v w r i t e r . writerow (
23 [
24 check key ( r e su l t , ’ c r e a t i on date ’ ) ,
25 check key ( r e su l t , ’ announce ’ ) ,
26 check key ( r e s u l t [ ’ i n f o ’ ] , ’ f i l e s ’ ) ,
27 check key ( r e s u l t [ ’ i n f o ’ ] , ’ p i e c e l ength ’ , ) ,
28 check key ( r e s u l t [ ’ i n f o ’ ] , ’name ’ ) ,
29 check key ( r e su l t , ’ announce− l i s t ’ ) ,
30 check key ( ur l , ’ type ’ ) ,
31 l i n k s [ l i n k i nd ex+idx ] [ ’ h r e f ’ ] . encode ( ’ a s c i i ’ , ’ i gno r e ’ ) ,
32 check key ( ur l , ’ source ’ ) ,
33 ]
34 )
35
36 proce s s e s comple t ed += CONFIG[ ’ p roce s s count ’ ]
37 p r i n t ( ” p r o c e s s e s completed : %s ” %(proce s s e s comple t ed ) )
Convert Magnet To Torrent
Below is the code for convert magnet to torrent() is given. It has the appropriate
exception handling in case of timeout or incomplete data while converting magnet to
torrent files and extracting peer meta data.
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1
2 de f conve r t magne t to to r r en t ( l i n k t a g ) :
3 t o r r e n t f i l e n ame = ” to r r en t%s ” %(os . ge tp id ( ) )
4 p r i n t ( ” s t a r t ed subproces s : %s ” %( t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ) )
5
6 proc = Popen ( [ ’ python ’ , ’ Magnet To Torrent2 . py ’ , ’−m’ , l i n k t a g [ ’ h r e f ’
] . encode ( ’ a s c i i ’ , ’ i gno r e ’ ) , ’−o ’ , t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ] , s tdout=PIPE
, p r e exe c fn=os . s e t s i d )
7 t imer = Timer (CONFIG[ ’ t imeout s ec ’ ] , k i l l a n d s e t f l a g , [ proc ,
t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ] )
8 r e s u l t = [ ]
9 t ry :
10 try :
11 t imer . s t a r t ( )
12 stdout , s t d e r r = proc . communicate ( )
13 rawdata = open ( t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ) . read ( )
14 p r i n t ( ” completed subproces s : %s ” %( t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ) )
15 r e s u l t = bencode . bdecode ( rawdata )
16 f i n a l l y :
17 t imer . cance l ( )
18 Popen ( [ ’rm ’ , t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ] , s tdout=PIPE , s t d e r r=PIPE)
19 i f t o r r e n t f i l e n ame in p r o c e s s s t a t u s and p r o c e s s s t a t u s [
t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ] == 1 :
20 de l p r o c e s s s t a t u s [ t o r r e n t f i l e n ame ]
21 re turn None
22 e l s e :
23 re turn r e s u l t
24 except Exception as ex :
25 template = ”An except ion o f type {0} occurred . Arguments :\n {1 ! r }”
26 message = template . format ( type ( ex ) . name , ex . args )
27 p r i n t message
28 re turn None
3.1.4 Data Processing Code
The data that is captured by Torrent Scrapper contains torrent and peer swarm
information. The key insight that we wish to uncover is about ASes. In order to do
that we have to process the data and order it by ASes. We developed the following
script to do that.
1
2 a s n s t a t s = {}
3 f o r peer in comple t e pee r data 2 :
4 asn = peer [ ’ who i s s t a t s ’ ] [ ’ asn ’ ]
25
5 i f asn not in a s n s t a t s :
6 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] = {
7 ’ tota l down speed ’ : peer [ ’ down speed ’ ] ,
8 ’ t o t a l up spe ed ’ : peer [ ’ up speed ’ ] ,
9 ’ count ’ : 1 ,
10 ’ desc ’ : peer [ ’ who i s s t a t s ’ ] [ ’ a s n d e s c r i p t i o n ’ ] ,
11 ’ a s n c i d r ’ : peer [ ’ who i s s t a t s ’ ] [ ’ a s n c i d r ’ ] ,
12 ’ a s n r e g i s t r y ’ : peer [ ’ who i s s t a t s ’ ] [ ’ a s n r e g i s t r y ’ ] ,
13 ’ movies ’ : 0 ,
14 ’ tv ’ : 0 ,
15 ’ games ’ : 0 ,
16 ’ music ’ : 0
17 }
18 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] [ peer [ ’ type ’ ] ] += 1
19 e l s e :
20 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] [ ’ to ta l down speed ’ ] += peer [ ’ down speed ’ ]
21 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] [ ’ t o t a l up spe ed ’ ] += peer [ ’ up speed ’ ]
22 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] [ ’ count ’ ] += 1
23 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] [ peer [ ’ type ’ ] ] += 1
24 f o r asn , s t a t s in a s n s t a t s . i tems ( ) :
25 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] [ ’ avg down speed ’ ] = s t a t s [ ’ to ta l down speed ’ ] / f l o a t
( s t a t s [ ’ count ’ ] )
26 a s n s t a t s [ asn ] [ ’ avg up speed ’ ] = s t a t s [ ’ t o t a l up spe ed ’ ] / f l o a t (
s t a t s [ ’ count ’ ] )
27
28 max avg down = { ’ asn ’ : ’ ’ , ’ speed ’ : 0 }
29 max avg up = { ’ asn ’ : ’ ’ , ’ speed ’ : 0 }
30 max count = { ’ asn ’ : ’ ’ , ’ count ’ : 0 }
31 coun t d i s t = [ ]
32 avg down speeds = [ ]
33 avg up speeds = [ ]
34 max c = −1
35 max down = −1
36 max up = −1
37 f o r asn , s t a t s in a s n s t a t s . i tems ( ) :
38 avg down speeds . append ( s t a t s [ ’ avg down speed ’ ] )
39 avg up speeds . append ( s t a t s [ ’ avg up speed ’ ] )
40 coun t d i s t . append ( s t a t s [ ’ count ’ ] )
41 i f s t a t s [ ’ avg down speed ’ ] > max down :
42 max avg down [ ’ asn ’ ] = asn
43 max avg down [ ’ speed ’ ] = s t a t s [ ’ avg down speed ’ ]
44 max down = s t a t s [ ’ avg down speed ’ ]
45 i f s t a t s [ ’ avg up speed ’ ] > max up :
46 max avg up [ ’ asn ’ ] = asn
47 max avg up [ ’ speed ’ ] = s t a t s [ ’ avg up speed ’ ]
48 max up = s t a t s [ ’ avg up speed ’ ]
49 i f s t a t s [ ’ count ’ ] > max c :
50 max count [ ’ asn ’ ] = asn
51 max count [ ’ count ’ ] = s t a t s [ ’ count ’ ]
52 max c = s t a t s [ ’ count ’ ]
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Metric Total Count
Torrents 1721
Peers 16697
AS 1097
PeerswithoutASN 665
Table 3.1: Overall statistics of the collected data.
The grouped data is stored in a dictionary called asn stats. This dictionary
contains data for 1097 unique ASes. An example of an entry in asn stats is given
below. The key is the unique AS id captured via the whois UNIX command. The
properties of the object stored as the value are explained in section 3.1.1.
1 {
2
3 u ’ 133384 ’ :{
4 ’ a s n r e g i s t r y ’ : u ’ apnic ’ ,
5 ’ a s n c i d r ’ : u ’ 103 . 231 . 94 . 0/24 ’ ,
6 ’ avg up speed ’ : 4 . 0 ,
7 ’ desc ’ : u ’GTCL−AS−AP 5BB Broadband , MM’ ,
8 ’ count ’ : 1 ,
9 ’ tv ’ : 0 ,
10 ’ tota l down speed ’ : 0 ,
11 ’ t o t a l up spe ed ’ : 4 ,
12 ’ movies ’ : 0 ,
13 ’ games ’ : 1 ,
14 ’ avg down speed ’ : 0 . 0 ,
15 ’ music ’ : 0
16 } ,
17
18 }
3.2 Measurement Observations
In this section we get into the details of the collected data.
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Figure 3.1: Torrent data breakdown according to category.
3.2.1 Overall Metrics
In total around 2800 torrents were downloaded. Total number of torrents down-
loaded that have peer information are 1721. There are 16697 peers sharing these 1721
torrents. All these peers fall under 1097 unique ASes. There are 665 peers for which
AS information could not be gathered. Table 3.1
3.2.2 Torrent Categories
Of all the 1721 total torrents sampled, 638 of them are of the category movies,
569 are TV series, 310 are Games and 204 are music. As shown in Figure 3.1.
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Metric MAX MIN MEAN MEDIAN
Torrent Size (MB) 63397.27 3.13 2782.81 1021.41
Download Speed (KB/s) 16462.64 0 17.738 3
Upload Speed (KB/s) 520.37 0 1.6 0.05
Peer Swarm Size 102 1 7 6
Number of P ieces 10502 11 1334.33 641
Number of F iles 769 1 7.095 3
Number of Trackers 5 5 5 5
Table 3.2: Detailed breakdown of peer statistics.
3.2.3 Detailed Metrics
Across all peers statistics collected, the detailed breakdown of download speed,
upload speed is given in Table 3.2. The largest torrent is of size 63 GB Game and the
smallest torrent is of size 3.13 MB Music file. The highest download speed observed
is 16.5 MBps. This is because Torrent Scapper breaks connection to a peer very
quickly in order to only download meta-data and not content. The upload speed
measured on average is 1.6 KBps. This upload speed is expected to be low compared
to download speeds. The large peer swarm encountered contains 102 peers. On
average a torrent file contains 7 files and 1334 pieces. Trackers interestingly remained
a constant 5 ac-cross statistics.
3.2.4 Heat Map of the world showing Peer Origins
The sampled peers are from 157 countries around the world but mostly concen-
trated in USA. This is likely because we ran our tool in USA and the BitTorrent
protocol tends to connect to peers that have good upload speeds because of the
tit for tat policy. As the tool was run for an extended period, we were able to sample
peers from he world over. Netherlands was another country that had high peer count.
The heat-map of the geographical location is given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Heat Map of the world showing the geographical location of the peers
captured.
3.2.5 Ranking Torrents by Content Size
As shown in Figure 3.3, when torrents are ranked by content size, the torrent size
exponentially decreases. Most torrents are below 10 GB in size. The average size
hovers between 2 to 3 GB because of the majority torrents being movies and TV
shows. The larger torrents are usually games.
3.2.6 Category breakdown by Content Size
Figure 3.4 shows the category breakdown when ranking torrents by content size.
The largest contents are dominated by games. Then by TV shows, then movies and
then the smallest content sizes are usually music. There are exceptions to this rule
as demonstrated by the graph.
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Figure 3.3: Ranking of Torrents based on their content size.
Figure 3.4: Category breakdown when torrents are ranked by content size.
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Figure 3.5: Ranking of Torrents based on their peer swarm size (popularity).
3.2.7 Ranking Torrents by Popularity
As shown in Figure 3.5, when torrents are ranked by peer swarm size, the torrent
size exponentially decreases. This trend is similar to the pattern seen when ranking
torrents by content size. Most torrents have less than 20 peers. The average size
hovers around 7, with most having just 6 peers.
3.2.8 Category breakdown by Popularity
Figure 3.6 shows the category breakdown when ranking torrents by popularity.
The distribution seems to have a discrete pattern. The most popular categories are
TV and games with some music. Movies and TV show an alternating pattern when it
comes to popularity outside of the top 200 popular torrents. Among the least popular
torrents most are music.
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Figure 3.6: Category breakdown when torrents are ranked by popularity.
3.2.9 Comparing Content Size to Popularity
The largest peer swarms seems to somewhere in the middle of torrent rank size.
Interestingly, there seems to be no direct correlation Figure 3.7.
3.2.10 Peer activity by Content Size
More activity is seen towards the left half. This could be because the bigger
torrents are latest games and newer TV shows titles which have higher interest.
Figure 3.8.
3.2.11 Peer activity by Popularity
The bigger peer swarm size exhibit more activity. This is expected in a Peer-to-
Peer system. Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.7: Number of peers in different torrents when ranked by content size.
Figure 3.8: Peer activity in torrents when ranked by content size.
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Figure 3.9: Peer activity in different torrents when ranked by popularity.
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4 Modeling ISP Similarity
The data collected during the experiments has thrown up lots of interesting ob-
servations. Our main goal is to group all of the collected user data by ASes and then
investigate if there are any underlying similarities in the grouped data. First, we
start by grouping the data, then pre-process and format it, so that it’s suitable for
statistical analysis. And then finally, run it through a clustering algorithm.
4.1 Grouping Sampled Data by Autonomous Sys-
tems
4.1.1 Most Popular Autonomous Systems
After grouping peers by AS, the top 5 most popular ASes are visualized in Fig-
ure 4.1. Interestingly, 4 out of 5 most popular ISPs are from the US but only only
1 American ISP is in the top 10 best performers Figure 4.2. Peer interests in those
ASes are further broken down. Interestingly, we find that the second most popular
AS is Amazon. On further investigation we find that almost all of the users are cloud
peers running on virtual machines on the Amazon AWS.
4.1.2 Ranking Autonomous Systems by Performance
Scores of AS performance are measured as a weighted sum of number of peers
serviced and average upload and download speeds in the AS. Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.1: The top 5 most popular ASes found in the study.
Figure 4.2: Ranking ASes based on performance.
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4.2 Statistical Analysis
4.2.1 Pre-Processing Data
The data that we have collected contains the information of different peers sharing
various torrents and being serviced by their host AS. This data-set can be used to
describe a i ∗ j matrix X. The i rows are for i different torrents and j columns are
for j different ASes. The entry Xij is the count of peers in AS j that are sharing the
torrent i. Each AS can therefore be visualized as a i dimensional vector which we
will call it’s profile. The profile of the kth AS is
Pk = (X1k,X2k, ..., Xik) where k = 1, 2...j.
To build this matrix we have ordered the the columns in X according to the
descending order of their popularity Figure 4.1. The rows have also been ordered ac-
cording t the most popular torrents. The second one which is Amazon is of particular
interest. When building the matrix with all 1097 ASes and 1721 torrents, we notice
that it is a very sparse matrix. This is also supported by our observations in the
previous section that popularity seems to be decreasing exponentially when it comes
to torrents. The top ten percent of the torrents show around ninety percent of the
activity. Due to these observations, we decided to consider only the top 100 torrents
and ASes to make the matrix X. Also, considering torrents with minuscule count of
peers might not give us accurate insights.
This matrix can also be imagined as a bipartite graph Figure 4.3. In such a graph
the vertices can be divided into two sets. There are no edges between vertices of the
same set. Matrix X can be thought of as a bipartite graph with one set containing
ASes and the other set containing torrents. The edge weight is proportional to the
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number of peers between a particular AS and torrent.
4.2.2 Projection
As stated earlier, the main goal of this thesis is to find similarity between ASes.
Torrents serve as the linkages between these ASes. To visualize similarity, we can
project the AS space as a graph. Since every vertex (or AS) is a sequence, projection
of columns in matrix X will give us points in a hyper dimensional plane. To make
calculations easier we can condense this graph to two dimensions. This gives us a j
vertex 2D graph with every vertex connected to every other vertex. The edge weight
gives us the level of similarity between two ASes. There are several ways to define
similarity between two sequences, we chose the Pearson correlation coefficient because
of its effectiveness in similarity measurement of sequences[23].
Consider two profiles Pk and Pl, each being a m sized sequence. The formula for
Pearson correlation coefficient for a sequence is:
pk,1 =
∑m
i=1(Xik −Xk)(Xil −Xl)√∑m
i=1(Xik −Xk)2
√∑m
i=1(Xil −Xl)2
Here Xk is the mean of kth AS profile. Now we create a j x j matrix called Y
that contains the result of pkl i.e. the correlation of Pk and Pl for every AS pair
(k, l). Each entry of Y is between -1 and 1. Higher values indicate higher correlation
between two ASes.
4.3 Summary Statistics
The matrix Y gives a good idea of the overall relationship between ASes. The
matrix is visualized as a heat map in Figure 4.4. To get a more generalised idea, we
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Figure 4.3: A bipartite graph to visualize the data-set. Over here, only the first ten
ASes and Torrents are shown. The width of the line connecting the torrent to the AS
is commensurate to the total number of peers in that AS downloading that torrent.
calculate a summary statistic of the correlations. If we condense every profile to just
its mean value and plot it we should get an overall idea of relationships. Figure 4.5
throws up a very interesting insight. Torrent at index 1 and index 7 stand out from
the rest of the ASes as they are the only one with negative correlation. This means
that on average these two ASes have traffic that is significantly different from all other
ASes. Both these are Amazon ASes. These are basically cloud users on Amazon EC2
instances. This shows us that cloud users have significantly different interest from
traditional ASes.
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Figure 4.4: Heat map of matrix Y showing the correlation between the profiles of all
AS.
4.4 Hierarchical Clustering
Figure 4.5 shows us that users in these cloud ASes have very different interests
from other ASes in terms of downloading behavior. But by condensing the profiles
to mean values would mean that we are loosing out some details as they do not take
into consideration specific relationship between individual ASes.
To have a more granular analysis, we used unsupervised learning to form clusters of
ASes based on their similarity. The matrix entry Ykl gives us the correlation between
two AS profiles Pk and Pl. This matrix can be considered as a distance matrix. The
distance between two ASes would be smaller if the value of the correlation is higher.
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Figure 4.5: Mean of the Pearson correlation coefficient of profiles of an AS to every
other AS.
To make calculations easier we consider matrix Z = 1−Y in place of Y . This will be
easier to process as matrix entries are directly proportional to distances. An entry in
Z will give us larger values for larger distances and smaller value for smaller distances.
Initially, to develop clusters, we had considered ASes as points on a multi dimen-
sional hyper plane and tried applying a K means clustering approach. But due to
highly dimensionality, the approach did give us any useful results. Conversely, using
the distance matrix Z we can use it in a hierarchical clustering approach. We use the
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method. This approach builds up a hierarchy of
clusters in a bottom up fashion and the results can be visualised as a dendrogram.
After running the clustering alogrithm we see that the cloud ASes cluster together
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as shown in Figure 4.6. This further cements that cloud users have special preferences
which are different from rest of the ASes. Also when visualizing the ASes by countries
Figure 4.7, we see that ASes that are closer geographically tend to cluster together.
This gives us another interesting pattern.
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5 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have systematically described, discussed and analyzed the peer
and torrent information in BitTorrent traffic. After the measurement and subse-
quently analyzing the data, we obtained several interesting observations. The vast
majority of torrents fall into four categories: TV series, Movies, Games and Music.
Ranking torrents by content size shows an exponential decrease in size. The bigger
content size is usually for Games. Movies and TV are the most popular content in the
data-set forming 70 percent of the total torrents. The popularity of Movies and TV
shows if further validated when we study how the torrent size relate to content size.
We see that most peers are present in average sized torrents. Interestingly though,
most activity is seen in larger torrents and much less in smaller torrents. This be-
havior might be explained by the creation date of these torrent. Usually, torrents
created more recently exhibit higher download/upload activity and most of these ac-
tive torrents are the latest Games and TV shows. The low speeds for the majority
of the torrents can be understood by two explanations. Firstly, most Movies and TV
series are copyrighted materials and ISPs usually suppress the sharing of such files.
Secondly, our data capturing tool Torrent Scrapper limits the content download/u-
pload speed as it closes the connection to the torrent immediately after recording the
peer swarms download/upload speed.
After studying the torrent and peer statistics, we processed the collected data and
grouped it by Autonomous Systems. After grouping the ASes and their traffic we
hit upon an interesting discovery. Our experiments for the first time have shown the
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presence of cloud peers in BitTorrent traffic. We found the presence of a large number
of peers from Amazon ASes. Upon investigation, we found out that these peers are
essentially clients from ec2 instances. We find that Amazon AS is the second largest
AS among all the ASes and that users in it have a different category breakdown than
the other top 5 ASes. To better understand the relationship in among ASes we model
these ASes as graphs vertices, with edge weights defining the similarity between two
ASes. We use the Pearson correlation coefficient to model this graph. We create a
j x j matrix Y , which contains the correlation among j different ASes. We describe
a column of this matrix as an AS correlation sequence. Condensing this sequence
to its average value threw up a very interesting observation. We found that every
AS has an overall positive correlation with every other AS except the two Amazon
ASes. This shows us that cloud peers have significantly different interest from peers
in traditional ASes. Taking averages gives us an overall picture but it diminishes
the granular details. To further investigate the similarity of ASes we choose to use a
hierarchical clustering approach. We use the values stored in matrix Z = 1− Y and
use that as a distance matrix for our clustering algorithm. The clustering analysis
further solidified our earlier finding as the two cloud ASes clustered together. Another
interesting insight that we found via the clustering was that most ASes form groups
with other ASes that are closer to their geographical locations. This means that user
interests are very similar for geographically closer ASes.
With this thesis, we have taken the inceptive steps towards understanding the
preferences of cloud peers. Our experiments have for the first time given insight
into the similarity of these cloud users by showing that these users have remarkably
different download interests than traditional users. The future work for this thesis
would be to focus further into these cloud peers and study them in more detail and
try to understand what makes these users so unique. We also hypothesise that these
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cloud users are increasing and a temporal analysis might give us more insight into it.
This should help in the further development of more robust caching implementations
thus improving network traffic.
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